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Abstract

This paper deals with understanding referring expressions
involving perceptual grouping. The ability to use referring
expressions is important for conversational agents aimed at
real-world interaction. We conducted a psychological ex-
periment to collect referring expressions involving percep-
tual grouping. A set of methods to identify referents based
on the collected data are presented. We were able to iden-
tify 78.8% of the referents in the collected expressions.

1. Introduction

A referring expression is a linguistic product used to dis-
criminate a specific object from the rest of the world. The
ability to use referring expressions is important for con-
versational agents aimed at real-world interaction [1]. Re-
ferring expressions include anaphoric or exophoric expres-
sions such as “that one” and “there”, but in this paper by
referring expression we mean full descriptions for identify-
ing objects in the world such as “the red chair to the right
of the table.”

We have previously pointed out the importance of per-
ceptual grouping in understanding and generating referring
expressions [2]. Perceptual grouping is the human ability
to recognize similar objects, or objects in close proximity
to each other [6]. Most past work on generating referring
expressions (e.g., [4, 8]) makes use of the attributes of ob-
jects and the binary relations among them. These methods
are, however, insufficient to produce natural referring ex-
pressions in some situations, as shown in Figure 1. In such
a situation, algorithms that use only attributes and binary
relations generate awkward expressions such as “the ball
in front of a ball and in back of a ball” to designate ob-
ject c, or even fail to generate an expression. Generating

more natural descriptions, such as (ex1) for objectc in Fig-
ure 1, requires recognition of similar or proximal objects,
i.e., perceptual grouping, and requires making use ofn-ary
relations among objects in each recognized group.

(ex1) the ball in the middle

In the case of the situation shown in Figure 1, both under-
standing and generating an expression (ex1) require recog-
nizing the group consisting of objectsa, b, andc.

Understanding referring expressions involving percep-
tual grouping is important in attempting to generate such
expressions. This paper tackles this problem. We con-
sider that understanding referring expressions consists of
two stages: (a) semantic analysis,i.e., analyzing expres-
sions to extract semantic information, and (b) referent iden-
tification, i.e., discriminating referents by using extracted
information. Below we describe the experiment used to
collect data and the structure of referring expressions in-
volving perceptual grouping. We then present methods for
semantic analysis and referent identification.
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Figure 1. Example of problematic situations



2. Data collection

We conducted a psychological experiment with 42
Japanese undergraduate students to collect referring ex-
pressions in which perceptual groups are used.

2.1. Method

Subjects were presented with 2D bird’s-eye images in
which several objects of the same color and size were ar-
ranged. They were asked to convey a target object to a
third person drawn in the same image. We used 12 images
with various arrangements (see Appendix A). In each im-
age, three to nine objects were arranged manually so that
they were distributed non-uniformly. An example of the
images presented to subjects is shown in Figure 2. The
labelsa, . . . , f ,x in the figure have been assigned for the
purpose of illustration and were not included in the images
presented to the subjects. Each subject was asked to give
a command that would enable the person in the image to
pick out a target object enclosed with dotted lines. When a
subject was unable to think of a suitable expression, she/he
was allowed to abandon that arrangement and proceed to
the next one. Referring expressions designating the target
object were collected from the subjects’ commands.
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Figure 2. Visual stimulus used in the experiment

2.2. Structure of referring expressions

We presented 12 different arrangements to the 42 sub-
jects, which should have produced 504 expressions. How-
ever, 15 judgments were abandoned and 13 expressions
were apparently inadequate to identify targets. We there-
fore obtained 476 referring expressions. An analysis of
the collected expressions showed that after starting from
a group with all of the objects, subjects generally narrowed
down the group to a singleton group with the target object.
Therefore, a referring expression can be formalized as a
sequence of groups (SOG) reflecting this narrowing-down

process.
Subjects often referred to multiple groups in the course

of referring to the target. In these cases, we observed two
types of relations: anintra-group relationsuch as “the front
two amongthe five near the desk”1, and aninter-group re-
lation such as “the twoto the right ofthose five.” We define
an intra-group relation as a subsumption relation between
two groups. Although there were two types of relations be-
tween groups, expressions using only intra-group relations
made up 77% of the total.

The example below shows an observed expression de-
scribing targetx in Figure 2 followed by a representation
of the corresponding SOG.

(ex2) hidari oku ni aru mittu no tama no uti no itiban migi
no tama
(the rightmost ball among the three balls at the back
left)

SOG:[{a,b,c,d,e, f ,x},{a,b,x},{x}] 2

where

• {a,b,c,d,e, f ,x} denotes all the objects in
the image (the total set),

• {a,b,x} denotes the three objects at the
back left, and

• {x} denotes the target.

Since narrowing down starts from the total set, the SOG
representation starts with a set of all the objects and ends
with a singleton group with the target. Translating the col-
lected referring expressions into SOG representations en-
abled us to abstract and classify the expressions. On av-
erage, we obtained about 40 expressions for each arrange-
ment, and classified them into 8.4 different SOG represen-
tations. The collected data are summarized in Table 1.

3. Semantic analysis

We used a simple pattern matching technique rather than
full parsing to extract the necessary information from the
linguistic expressions. This is because the expressions were
so spontaneous and varied that building a grammar capable
of handling them fully would have involved considerable
expense. We acknowledge the limitations of pattern match-
ing, and that full parsing should be considered in future.
However, the method described here worked very well for
the immediate goal.

The method used for semantic analysis consisted of
three steps:

1We collected Japanese expressions, but translations are presented for
non Japanese readers.

2We denote an SOG representation by enclosing groups with square
brackets.



Table 1. Summary of collected data
Arrangement ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Average
Number of expressions obtained41 40 41 41 42 37 42 32 42 41 41 36 39.7
Number of different SOGs 5 6 8 8 6 12 4 15 4 11 5 17 8.4

1. Segmentation:
segmenting referring expressions into sub-
expressions, each of which describes an object
group or an object in the course of referring.

2. Information extraction:
extracting semantic information from each segmented
sub-expression.

3. Relation identification:
identifying relations between object groups indicated
by sub-expressions.

All the steps were performed deterministically using
character-based pattern matching. We did not use a mor-
phological analyzer.

3.1. Segmentation

First, a referring expression is segmented into sub-
expressions. This process corresponds to creating the form
of an SOG: [G0,G1, . . . ,Gk]. It determines the number of
groups,k, but does not identify the members of each group.
G0 is the total set andGk is the target referent of a refer-
ring expression. This is done by finding boundaries of sub-
expressions with character-based pattern matching. These
boundaries are characterized by clue phrases such as “no
uchi no(among)”. Clue phrases are extracted from the col-
lected data in section 2.

Since Japanese is a head-final language, the order of
sub-expressions is in parallel with the order of groups in
the SOG representation. However, the total set is often not
mentioned explicitly.

For example, expression (ex2) in section 2 is segmented
into two sub-expressions:

(ex3) hidari oku ni aru mittu no tama

(ex4) no uchi no itiban migi no tama

The boundary between these two sub-expressions is char-
acterized by the phrase “no uchi no(among)”. (ex3) corre-
sponds to a group{a,b,x} (i.e., G1) in Figure 2 and (ex4)
corresponds to the target objectx (i.e., G2).

3.2. Information extraction

The information types used to identify objects or groups
are limited to those listed in Figure 3 due to the domain set-
ting described in section 2. Information is extracted using

• Kinds of objects

• Cardinalities of groups

• Geometric information

• Ordinal information

Figure 3. Information types

regular expressions from each segmented sub-expression.
We assume that one type of information appears only once
in a sub-expression.

From (ex3), we obtain the following information.

• The group consists of balls.
(tama)

• The cardinality is three.
(mittu)

• The group is at the back left.
(hidari oku)

From (ex4), we obtain the following information.

• The group consists of balls.
(tama)

• The cardinality is one.
(No specification of quantity implies this3.)

• The group is right-most.
(itiban: first, migi: right)

3.3. Relation identification

As described above, each sub-expression indicates an
object group (a single object is regarded as a singleton
group). According to the information extracted in the pre-
vious step, each relation between two contiguous groups is
identified whether it is an inter-group relation or an intra-
group relation.

An intra-group relation is classified into three sub-
relations:

• Directional geometric relation,
e.g., “the right oneamongthe three balls”

• Non-directional geometric relation,
e.g., “the oneat the center ofthe three balls”

3The English translation is in the singular form but the original ex-
pressions did not include information on quantity since Japanese does not
have plural forms of nouns.



• Ordinal relation,
e.g., “the first onefrom the left”

An inter-group relation is classified into two sub-
relations:

• Directional geometric relation,
e.g., “the ball in front of the three balls”

• Non-directional geometric relation,
e.g., “the ballnear tothe three balls”

Relation identification is done using ordered rules with-
out ambiguity. The rules were set up manually after ob-
serving the collected data.

4. Referent identification

After the semantic analysis process, referents were iden-
tified using the extracted information. In this paper, we
assumed that all the participants in a situation shared an
appropriate reference frame [5].

The referent identification process goes from left to
right, i.e., from G1

4 to Gk (for Gi , see section 2.2 and sec-
tion 3.1) with the members of groups being identified by
applying an referent identification algorithm to each group.
The algorithm that is applied toGi is determined accord-
ing to the relation betweenGi and Gi−1. The identified
members ofGi are used to identify the members ofGi+1.
Like the semantic analysis process, this process is also de-
terministic, even though the referring expressions may be
ambiguous.

Below we provide the five referent identification algo-
rithms for the relations defined in section 3.3. Each algo-
rithm is given as an identification function that takes as its
arguments a set of objects and information to specify refer-
ents.

4.1. Intra-group relation

4.1.1. Directional geometric relation. This relation cor-
responds to expressions such as “at the front”. The identifi-
cation function is given asIdintra(C,n, ~d). C is a set of can-
didate objects with their coordinates expressed using the
Cartesian coordinate system.C is a total set or a perceptual
group specified by the sub-expression in the immediate left
context,i.e., Gi−1. n is the cardinality of the target group
Gi . ~d is a vector representing the geometric direction, and
~d is given according to the reference frame. If the refer-
ence frame heads north,i.e., y-axis, the vector correspond-
ing to “right” is given as(1,0)T . Our implementation has
eight directions. FunctionIdintra(C,n, ~d) outputs a percep-
tual group,i.e., a set of the objects with cardinalityn.

4BecauseG0 is always the total set, no processing is required.

FunctionIdintra(C,n, ~d) first generates all possible sub-
sets,Cs1,Cs2, ...,Csm, with cardinalityn from the candidate
setC. Let a set of these subsets beCsn. For each subsetCsi

in Csn, a scoreis(Csi) is given as expressed in (1).is(Csi)
represents the proximity of the members ofCsi (a is a con-
stant). dist(v1,v2) is the Euclidean distance between two
members,v1 andv2, in Csi .

is(Csi) =

{
∏v1,v2∈Csi exp(−a·dist(v1,v2)) |Csi |> 1

1 |Csi |= 1
(1)

s(Csi , ~d), the score forCsi , is given by (2).c(~v, ~d) gives
the component of~v along ~d, where~v is the vector repre-
senting the position of a memberv in Csi .

s(Csi , ~d) = is(Csi) ∏
v∈Csi

c(~v, ~d)

cCsi ,~d
max

(2)

where

c(~v, ~d) =
~v· ~d
|~d|

cCsi ,~d
max = max

v∈Csi
c(~v, ~d)

Finally, Idintra(C,n, ~d) is given as in (3).

Idintra(C,n, ~d) = argmax
Csi∈Csn

s(Csi , ~d) (3)

Figure 4 illustrates the nature ofIdintra. The two objects
enclosed by the solid line are referents.Idintra selects ob-
jects at the headmost side of vector~d in a given set.
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Figure 4. Illustration of Idintra (n = 2)

Suppose we try to identify objects referred to with (ex3)
in Figure 2. As described in section 3.1, (ex3) corresponds
to G1. Here,C is G0, i.e., the total set{a,b,c,d,e, f ,x} (see
section 2.2).~d is given as a vector that represents a direc-
tion back leftfrom the viewpoint of personP in Figure 2,
andn is three.Idintra(C,n, ~d) gives{a,b,x}.



4.1.2. Non-directional geometric relation.This relation
corresponds to expressions such as “at the center of.” The
identification function is given asIndintra(C,n) in (4) . C
andn are the same as above.

Indintra(C,n) = argmax
Csi∈Csn

is(Csi) · js(Csi ,c) (4)

c in (4) is the center point of the bounding box ofC.
js(Csi ,c), which that represents the proximity betweenc
and members ofCsi , is given by (5).

js(Csi ,c) = ∏
v∈Csi

exp(−a·dist(v,c)) (5)

4.1.3. Ordinal relation. The identification function is

given asIo(C, j, ~d) in (6). C is a set of candidate objects
with coordinates in the Cartesian coordinate system.j is
an ordinal number, and~d is a vector representing the direc-
tion of geometrical ordering5. When ordering, we assume
that a referent is a single object according to observations
of the collected data. Thus, functionIo outputs an object.

Io(C, j, ~d) =
j

arg
v∈C

c(~v, ~d) (6)

Here,
j

arg
x∈S

f (x) gives the elements ofS that have thej-th

largest value given byf .
Suppose we try to identify objects referred to with (ex4).

Here,C is {a,b,x}, identified in the previous step as the
referents of (ex3). ~d is given as a vector representing the
directionright from the viewpoint of personP in Figure 2,
and j is 1 (first). Io(C, j, ~d) gives{x}.

4.2. Inter-group relation

4.2.1. Directional geometric relation. This relation cor-
responds to expressions such as “to the left of.” The identi-
fication function is given asIdinter(T, r,n, ~d) in (7). T is the
total set of objects in the domain,r is the reference of the
inter group relation, which is identified byGi−1, andn and
~d are the same as above.

FunctionIdinter(T, r,n, ~d) first generates all possible sub-
sets,Ts1,Ts2, ...,Tsm, with cardinalityn from the total set
T. Let the set of these subsets beTsn.

Idinter(T, r,n, ~d) = argmax
Tsi∈Tsn

t(Tsi , r, ~d) (7)

where

t(Tsi , r, ~d) = is(Tsi) · js(Tsi , r) ·ks(Tsi , r, ~d)
5Although there are several types of ordinal relations in groups other

than positional relations, such as size,e.g., “the biggestone”, we focused
on positional order relations in this paper.

Here, is(Tsi) is given by (1). Tsi is a subset ofT,
whose cardinality isn. A memberv of Tsi must satisfy
c(~v−~r, ~d) > 06. js(Tsi , r) is given by (5). ks(Tsi , r) is
given by (8) and represents the directional similarity be-
tween~d and~v−~r, andθ ~d,~v−~r is the angle between~d and
~v−~r.

ks(Tsi , r, ~d) = ∏
v∈Tsi

exp(− tan2 θ ~d,~v−~r) (8)

= ∏
v∈Tsi

exp


−

(
|(~v−~r)||~d|
(~v−~r) · ~d

)2

+1




Figure 5 illustrates the nature ofIdinter. The two objects
enclosed by the solid line are referents.Idinter selects ob-
jects that are near tor and in the direction of~d.
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Figure 5. Illustration of Idinter (n = 2)

is, js andkswere designed based on the potential func-
tions defined earlier [7]. These potential functions repre-
sent spatial plausibilities. The value of parametera was
determined to 0.001 experimentally.

4.2.2. Non-directional geometric relation.This relation
corresponds to expressions such as “near to.” The identifi-
cation function is given asIndinter(T, r,n) in (9) . T, r and
n are the same as above.

Indinter(T, r,n) = argmax
Tsi∈Tsn

is(Tsi) · js(Tsi , r) (9)

is(Tsi) andjs(Tsi , r) are given by (1) and (5) respectively.
(9) and (4) are almost the same but there is a difference

between the arguments.

5. Experimental results and discussion

5.1. Results

We implemented the methods describe in section 3 and
section 4 in Perl and applied them to the expressions col-
lected in the experiment.

6If the relation is “next to”, this constraint is not required, because
“next to” is bidirectional.



Table 2 shows the results for all relations (intra-group
and inter-group relations). The first row, Total, shows the
results for all collected expressions. The second row, Ap-
plicable, shows the results only for expressions that the pro-
posed methods should be able to handle. The second col-
umn of each table, Pop., shows the number of expressions.
The third column, Analysis, shows the success rate of the
semantic analysis. The fourth column, Ident., shows the
success rate of the referent identification. The number of
Ident. under Total in Table 2 shows the overall performance
of the method.

In the 425 ‘Applicable’ expressions, there were 175
boundaries to be segmented. Our method found 168 bound-
aries, and 164 of these were correct. Thus, the precision
rate for segmentation was 97.6% (164/168) and the recall
rate for segmentation was 93.7% (164/175).

Referent identification succeeded even with 15 expres-
sions out of 51 not classified as Applicable. This gave the
3.5% gain in Ident. under Total in Table 2. These successes
are creatures of chance from the theoretical viewpoint in
the sense that our methods did not fully utilize informa-
tion in those expressions. However, they can be regarded
as demonstrating the robustness of our methods.

Table 2. Experimental results: all expressions
Expressions Pop. Analysis Ident.

Total 476 83.0% 78.8%
Applicable 425 92.9% 84.7%

Table 3 shows the results for expressions including intra-
group relations only, and Table 4 shows the results for ex-
pressions including both intra- and inter- group relations.

Table 3. Experimental results: expressions with-
out inter-group relations

Expressions Pop. Analysis Ident.
Total 368 85.0% 84.8%

Applicable 332 94.3% 90.1%

Table 4. Experimental results: expressions with
inter-group relations

Expressions Pop. Analysis Ident.
Total 108 75.9% 58.3%

Applicable 93 88.1% 65.6%

We asked 42 human subjects to identify referents in the
117 expressions in the 476 expressions collected in sec-
tion 2. They were completely different from those used in
section 2. Each expression was assigned to about 14 sub-

jects. Table 5 compares the success rate of humans sub-
jects and our method in identifying referents in the 117 ex-
pressions. As these results show, the performance of our
method was similar to that of the human subjects. The third
row of the table shows that the machine performance was
superior to human performance. However, because there
were only a small number of cases, the difference was not
significant.

Table 5. Human vs. machine performance
Expressions Pop. Human Ident. Machine Ident.

Total 117 87.3% 80.3%
w/o Inter rel. 84 94.4% 83.3%
w/ Inter rel. 33 69.1% 72.7%

5.2. Error analysis

5.2.1. Errors in semantic analysis.Most errors in se-
mantic analysis are due to non-linearity of referring. As
described in section 2.2, the SOG representation presup-
poses linearity of referring. Thirty eight expressions in the
collected data include non-linear referring such as “the ball
in front of the table and in back of the chair”.

Among these expressions, 22 include exclusive expres-
sions; for example, “the four balls except for the front-most
ball and the back-most ball.” Ten expressions are com-
posed of multiple sentences. Such expressions also exceed
the capability of the SOG representation.

5.2.2. Errors in referent identification. Some expres-
sions, such as “the center ball among the bunch of balls
to the right”, indicate a group of objects without mention-
ing their cardinality. It is hard to specify a set without us-
ing cardinality information (e.g., “a bunch of balls to the
right”). However, humans seem able to identify the targets
of these expressions by using perceptual grouping. Previ-
ously proposed methods of simulating human perceptual
grouping,e.g., [6], would help in such situations.

Thirteen expressions require recognition of salient geo-
metric formations,e.g., line. Of these 13 expressions, 8 re-
fer to lines and the rest refers to other shapes. This cannot
be handled even by the perceptual grouping method men-
tioned above [6]. We therefore need a mechanism capable
of recognizing such specific formations.

6. Conclusion

We studied referring expressions involving perceptual
grouping. This was performed in two stages: semantic
analysis and referent identification. Referring expressions
that were collected experimentally were analyzed using



a simple pattern-matching technique. This method suc-
ceeded in analyzing 83.0% of the collected expressions.
Using the information extracted from the expressions by
the proposed semantic analysis method, 78.8% of the tar-
gets were correctly identified.

Although the method was applied to very limited infor-
mation in this paper, we believe that it could easily ex-
tended to other types of information such as the color and
size of objects.

We also believe that these results demonstrate sufficient
understanding of single referring expressions and that fur-
ther efforts will produce little improvement. In future work,
it would be interesting to combine the proposed methods
with interactive or collaborative systems of object identifi-
cation. In interactive object identification, the user and sys-
tem incrementally identify objects through dialogue using
multiple utterances (see the sample dialogue (ex5)). This
type of functionality would considerably increase the us-
ability of conversational agents. The previously proposed
computational model of collaborating on referring expres-
sions [3] would be a good basis.

(ex5) An example of interactive object identification

U: Do you see a round table?

S: Yes.

U: There are balls in front of it.

S: Three red balls, right?

U: Right.

U: Take the left one.

S: OK.
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